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Safety | Storage | Efficiency

Manage your timber loads safely, using less space and more productively with Combilift’s materials
handling solutions, and with delivery before end 2020 on many models available its a safe bet to go
with Combilift
•
•
•

Safer product handling
Optimised production space
Improved storage capacity

•
•

Increased productivity & output
Enhanced profits

Contact us today to schedule a free on site survey
combilift.com
1300 552 422

ASSOCIATION UPDATE

ASSOCIATION NEWS

•

MGA TMA
Ann Sanfey

such reuse are obvious – not only is the
service life of the timber extended but the
carbon contained within the recycled timber
is also stored for the life of the new product.

SUSTAINABLE TIMBER
Making the most of untreated timber waste
is one way to find economic and
environmental benefits.
MGA TMA is developing a platform to help
all member businesses take advantage of
reducing waste costs, allowing scraps that
previously cost disposal charges to be
turned into a new source of revenue.
It is increasingly common practice to
recycle and reuse timber residue into new
products. The environmental benefits of

EFFECTIVE AND SUSTAINABLE
Waste management is becoming more
important for multiple reasons:
• Ineffective and unsustainable waste
management practices are becoming
increasingly risky in terms of both
environmental impact and financial
burden for Independent Grocers and
Timber Merchants.
• Businesses that embrace sustainable

WASTE PROBLEMS FACED BY INDEPENDENT TIMBER MERCHANTS
AND MANUFACTURERS

Effective & sustainable waste
management and reduction
in Methane, CO2 emissions
and fuel reduction are
becoming increasingly
important in today’s market

Customers and Business
are becoming more
environmentally aware
and are looking to help by
supporting sustainable
businesses
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Currently there’s little
information detailing the waste
composition of independent
timber merchants to present
resource recovery in a circular
economy

•

•

•

solutions can enjoy multiple benefits
including cheaper waste costs, creation
of sellable by-products through resource
recovery and positive community
perception.
The changes in legislation coming in 2020
place the burden of effective waste
management on all parties involved with
management of the waste.
Customers are becoming more stringent
in their expectations re the environmental
policies of the businesses they choose to
do business with.
Operators with poor environmental
management risk losing loyal and
returning customers.
Effective environmental management can
help businesses achieve competitive
advantages and attract new and keep
existing customers.

Effective management of wood waste
enables businesses to divert significant
quantities of carbon from landfill, meaning
they may be eligible for government-funded
emissions reduction incentives.
In collaboration with TMA Corporate
Partner Aussie NRG (www.aussienrg.com)
our focus is to understand, analyse and
gather information on:
• Types of waste (eg wood grade high,
medium, low);
• Quantity of waste;
• Investigating product deployment
solutions for minimising waste to landfill
for TMA members.
For information about MGA TMA – Timber
Merchants Australia – or our Waste
Management program contact Ann
Sanfey, National Membership Manager,
on ann.sanfey@mga.asn.au or 0411 886
716.
www.timbertradernews.com
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MGA TMA is helping
member businesses
turn scraps that
previously cost for
disposal into a new
source of revenue.

ASSOCIATION UPDATE

ATIF
John Halkett
DEMANDING TIMES AHEAD FOR
HOUSING CONSTRUCTION
Despite expectations of a major fall in
housing approvals in April, the pipeline of
commitments fed more supply into the
market, with a total 15,300 housing units
approved, down just 1.8% compared with
March. The April result fed into a 12-month
total of 173,800 approvals, which was up
0.3% year on year.
However, the approvals data was only
a momentary surprise, with the immediate
realisation that the anticipated slump in
approvals has not been avoided, just pushed
down the road for a few months. This trend
will have significant implications for timber
product demand.
New housing is one thing, but the price at
which housing is being sold is also a factor.
Perhaps significant, prices in Sydney were
down 0.4% and in Melbourne, 0.9% lower.
Prices are unlikely to hold up because many
homeowners are taking advantage of Covidrelated mortgage holidays that will end in
September or thereabouts. After that,
distressed households may be forced to sell.
Linking the local and immediate demand
for accommodation with stalled population
growth, and reduced investor sentiment,
industry expectations are that apartment and
multi-residential property development in
general will not rebound until 2022 and 2023.
It is noted that building products suppliers
have taken heed of these conditions.
Diversified materials supplier CSR
announced it was scrapping its dividends as
it battens down for what the company
anticipates will be a very tough second half
of 2020. In late May, Fletcher Building
announced it was reducing its workforce by
1500 (500 in Australia).

“Without imported
product, the building
industry will be less
resilient and smaller.”
Australia will increasingly require a level of
continuing imported solid softwood timber
and engineered wood products.
“Without this imported volume, the
building industry will be less resilient,
smaller and employing fewer people, or the
industry will be forced into using more of
less environmentally friendly alternatives to
timber, such as steel,” said Mr Wheeler.
“So, we are 100% committed to
continuing to ensure that Australia’s building
and construction trades have access to fitfor-purpose, quality timber products.”
Stora Enso Australia operates from four
distribution centres – located in Melbourne,
Brisbane, Adelaide and Sydney – supplying
structural softwood products for frame and
truss manufacturing, plus a range of other
products, including weatherboards and
joinery. All softwood timber products are
supplied from Stora Enso’s plantations and
facilities in Europe.
The company has a proud heritage and
know-how in forestry and timber, and is
committed to the development of products
and technologies based on renewable
materials. Stora Enso has some 25,000
employees in more than 30 countries and is
publicly listed on the Helsinki and Stockholm
stock exchanges.
For further ATIF-related information
contact John Halkett at: john.halkett@
bigpond.com or 0417 421 187.

IMPORTERS FOCUSED ON
CUSTOMER NEEDS

TABMA
David Little

Stora Enso Australia has confirmed that,
along with other ATIF member wholesalers
and importers, it is absolutely focused on
their customers’ current needs. Sales
Director Darrin Wheeler said that is about
what the company can do better for their
customers with added services, product
developments, technical support, and
bringing their global knowledge of timber to
customers and our building projects.
He confirmed that, along with other
wholesalers and importers, Stora Enso
Australia looks forward to continuing to
supply competitively priced quality softwood
timber products into the future.
Mr Wheeler pointed to longer term
forecast demand data demonstrating that

The Federal Government continues to
support Industry with funding aimed at
keeping Australians in jobs. The recent
announcement of the extension of the
JobKeeper program comes as a welcome
relief to businesses concerned that
September represented a trading cliff. This
program is having a very real impact and I
can report that TABMA has administered,
collected and distributed around three
quarters of a million dollars of JobKeeper
funding to our industry at the time of writing
and by the time JobKeeper wraps up in
March of next year we will have passed on
over a million dollars to grateful employers.

www.timbertradernews.com

GOVERNMENT FUNDING

TABMA has also secured Funding for
employers looking to develop future leaders
through heavily subsidised formal
qualifications including Leadership and
Business to Business Sales. Delivered on
your site, Employers are encouraged to take
advantage of this funding quickly as places
are extremely limited. We are currently
working with Government to ensure that our
industry is properly supported by the recently
announced JobTrainer program. I’ll announce
the details as they become available.

SAFE WORK AUDITS
NSW and Qld Members continue to report
increased audit activity, with inspectors
specifically interested in Traffic Management
and Licencing recording. Inspectors are
gaining access to site checking (typically)
forklift licencing, asking to see a register or
other formal licencing record. Dean Wilson,
our WHS Officer reports many in our
Industry don’t know they need one, let alone
keep one and are at risk of action. If you are
uncertain of the rules here, contact Dean
on 0419 756 991 and he will review your
documentation and advise on improvements
(free of charge, thanks Dean). Obviously this
is as a result of the record fines handed
down recently to Directors who did not have
a proper Traffic Management plan,
determined to be a contributing factor in the
death of an employee.

CREDIT ACTIVITY
Industry Trade Credit provider NCI provides a
quarterly Credit Risk Index, a score based on
an aggregate of claims data, collection
activity, credit limit decisions and overdue
accounts. The Index has jumped to over
1000 for the first time in seven years (from a
low in 2017 of 731), due largely to the
insurer credit limit reductions/actions in Q2
of 2020. Fears over potential insolvencies in
Q4 of 2020 and Q1 of 2021 led some
insurers to dramatically reduce cover. NCI
also notes that collection activity remains
high but that collectability rates have been
strong, showing funds are available when it
comes to chasing overdue debts.
NCI MD Kirk Cheesman says, “It is really
a Trade Credit mixed bag out there at the
moment. Various elements of our risk score
appear to contradict themselves, making it
difficult to plan or predict what is coming
next. Clearly the insurers are very concerned
with what is to come once government
support is eased, but there is no current
evidence that the credit wheels are falling
off at this moment in time.”
TABMA’s Credit Bureau shows very little
change to the ageing of accounts so far,
perhaps as a result of the Cash Flow Boost
and JobKeeper support currently available.
Increases in insolvencies are apparent

TIMBER TRADER NEWS / SEPTEMBER 2020
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however and our Bureau chief John
Theoharris advises extreme caution at this
time. For those ‘old school’ credit Managers
out there, TABMA will be holding a Credit
Managers Zoom Meeting in September
where interested parties can discuss
specific Debtor issues. Note, too, that Credit
alerts are available to you, again at no
charge, noting outstanding actions,
insolvencies, changes to shareholding etc.
which can help to protect you here. Call
John on 0418 287 767 to add your email
to the distribution list.

TTIA
Brian Beecroft
REVIEW OF JOBKEEPER SCHEME
Federal government has completed a review
into the JobKeeper scheme that incorporates
changes to the wage subsidy scheme and
will see it overhauled and extended beyond
September to March next year.
Data from the ATO has revealed that, to
date, more than 960,000 organisations have
been processed for JobKeeper payments
covering around 3.5 million individuals.
According to a summary of the review’s
findings, issued by the Treasury, the
JobKeeper review has sought to address
the scheme’s tendency to create “adverse
incentives”, which is why JobKeeper 2.0
will be a scaled-down, two-tiered version
of its predecessor.
The post-September JobKeeper will
reflect hours worked prior to the pandemic,
offering a lower subsidy rate to those that
were earning less — unlike the current
scheme which has meant a quarter of
participants receiving the payment have had

Suppliers of
Ecowood®
Decking Products

Businesses will only
need to show a fall in
GST turnover in the
September quarter
to qualify for the
JobKeeper 2.0
extension.
an income rise compared to February.
It has been noted by some industry
groups that part-time workers have been
reluctant to do additional hours of work in
fear of affecting their JobKeeper payment,
as well as instances where stood-down
workers have been reluctant to take on any
work hours as businesses have begun to
reopen in recent weeks, the review reads.
According to the government, the new
JobKeeper payment will be reduced to
$1200 per fortnight from October, while
those working under 20 hours pre-Covid will
receive $750 instead of the $1500 flat rate.
As of the start of January until the end of
March 2021, the payment will be lowered
further to $1000 and $650, respectively.

ELIGIBILITY OVERHAUL
In early August, after signalling they would
toughen eligibility requirements, the federal
government instead decided to ease the
eligibility criteria for JobKeeper 2.0 by adding
an extra $15 billion to the scheme to
cushion the wider blow of Victoria’s tough
Stage 4 restrictions.

Preserved Wood Decking
with stability and performance!
Treatment does not affect timber dimensions.
Durable against decay and termite damage.
Preserved in final shape and form.
Ideal for sensitive applications or where frequent
human contact is expected.
 Can be painted, stained or oiled.





H3
Ecowood is registered trademarks of Lonza or its subsidiaries used under licence.
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Contact Us for sales or go online for a
copy of our new DIY Deck Guide

 www.outdoortimber.com.au
 sales@outdoortimber.com.au
 03 8706 1250
© Outdoor Timber 2019

The Treasurer announced that businesses
will only need to show that their GST turnover
had fallen in the quarter ending in September
to qualify for the scheme’s extension.
On 21 July, the government had initially
said that to be eligible for JobKeeper post-27
September, businesses would need to show
their GST turnover had fallen in the two
quarters to the end of September, compared
to the same period last year. However, due to
Victoria’s tough restrictions, the government
has backtracked, choosing to shift to an easier
test and allow more businesses to stay on
the support.
Under the new rules, businesses will have
easier access to the extension, but the
payment rate will drop as planned from $1500
to $1200. The $750 flat rate for those working
less than 20 hours per week will also proceed
as previously announced.
In addition, from 3 August 2020, the
relevant date of employment will move from
1 March to 1 July 2020, increasing employee
eligibility for both the existing scheme and
the extension.
If a business or not-for-profit does not
meet the turnover test for the extension
period, this does not affect their eligibility
prior to 28 September 2020.
The Treasury’s fact sheet has been updated
to reflect the changes.
Please contact TTIA on (02) 9264 0011 if
you have any queries re the above.

NATIONAL SKILLS PACKAGE
The national government has announced the
next phase in its Covid-19 recovery plan,
which includes getting Australians back to
work after the pandemic.
The government’s new JobTrainer
program has announced that it will spend
$2.5 billion to help reskill Australians and has
expanded apprentice subsidies in its newlook JobTrainer program.
It will add $1.5 billion to wage subsidies
for apprentices and trainees, expanding the
scheme announced in March to cover
medium-sized businesses with under 200
employees and extending it for six months,
until March 2021.
The plan is backed by $500 million of
Commonwealth money, with the federal
government hoping state governments will
match that amount.
The remaining $1 billion of the funding
(split between the federal government and
states) will go towards JobTrainer to train
and reskill school leavers and people looking
for work.
Under this proposal, short courses will be
free or low-cost and delivered through TAFE
as well as other providers, focusing on areas
including healthcare and social assistance,
transport, postal, manufacturing, retail and
wholesale trade.
www.timbertradernews.com

Egger OS’Brace®
Supporting Australian Homes.
www.egger.com/osbrace
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EGGER OS’Brace® with bracing solution from 2.2 kN/m (short wall) up to 6.0 kN/m.
Designed and manufactured for the Australian building industry in Europe. The 6 mm
bracing panel is an engineered wood product, certified to meet the requirements of
AS1684. Made from sustainable managed forests, the bracing panel offers excellent
dimensional stability, plus long term performance. Available as Untreated or
H2 Treated from your Timber or Trade Merchant.
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INDUSTRY NEWS
All-terrain Sideloader
The Hubtex DQ-X redesign is a perfect match for timber.

T

hink of the typical Australian timber yard
and you could be imagining anything
from vast concrete-floored sheds filled with
racks to snow melting in tyre tracks near
Tumut. Happily, top European manufacturers
have taken the enormous size of the nation
and our wildly varying conditions on board
when it comes to their product for the
Australian market. The freshly re-designed
Hubtex DQ 45-X Multidirectional Sideloader
is a perfect case in point.
Based on the old Hubtex DQ series,
which was renowned for its reliability as
a universal lifter/transporter/stacker, the
German design team has delivered multiple
improvements in the upgrade. The
redesigned model raises an already high
standard when it comes to ergonomics,
performance efficiency and environmental
targets, without sacrificing any of the
effective long load carrying that made its
predecessor a favourite.
While spending on new equipment might
not be at the front of your mind right now,
with the instant asset write-off threshold still
temporarily lifted to $150,000 and eligibility
expanded to businesses with an aggregated
turnover of up to $500 million, this is the
ideal time to invest if you have the cash or
a line of ready credit.

DRIVER EXPERIENCE

The new Hubtex DQ 45-X
moves loads seamlessly
down narrow aisles.

from the cabin. In vehicles with higher load
capacities, the mast profiles are further
apart in order to meet the higher capacity.
The windshield and windows have been
designed for reduced reflections, so the
operator is less likely to be distracted. In
addition, Hubtex has further reduced blind

spots when reversing by improving the
design of the left rear cab pillar.
Comfort-wise, the large cabin features
extra legroom and ergonomic controls that
keep the operator going without strain. For
those outside, in addition to the increased
visibility and resultant safety when moving

NEW PRODUCT ON THE MARKET? BIG NEWS? DON’T KEEP IT TO YOURSELF! If you are launching a product
or your business has an announcement, send it to news@timbertradernews.com for the chance to be featured here.
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Users have been at the heart of the
redesign process, both the forklift driver and
the co-workers as well as customers around
them. The previous generation of the DQ-X,
released in 2016, already boasted a highly
ergonomic driver’s cab and the best allround visibility on the market. Both have
been further improved in the new DQ 45-X.
Visibility benefits from the combination of
a highly robust all-glass door with sash
window, free lift mast and compact fork
carrier. The mast has been specifically
designed to improve visibility to the load and
the more compact mast and fork carriages
allow operators to see more of the load

NEWS IN BRIEF

Comfort-wise, the
large cabin features
extra legroom and
ergonomic controls
through working yards, the DQ 45-X’s
hydraulics are optimised to lower noise
levels in the warehouse – as well as inside
the cabin.
The standard DQ 45-X now also comes
with an easy-to-use larger touch-screen
display that can also be used as a monitor
for camera attachments, further increasing
safety in heavily pedestrianised workplaces.
Winter and summer conditions are both
catered for: the heating system is optimised
with a recirculation function and insulated
pipe connections. In cold and wet conditions,
these hold heat in the cabin. On hot days,
the radiator draws air across the engine and
expels the heat transferred (at the far end of
the machine from the cabin) for operator
comfort and lower running temperature.

REAL PERFORMANCE
The DQ 45-X has a load capacity of up to just
over 4 tonnes, suitable for the vast majority
of timber yards, fabricators, mills and
hardware stores. From loading and unloading
trucks to operating in narrow aisles or block
storage, the all-wheel drive and elastic tyres
allow the unit to function flawlessly on even
and uneven ground – even rugged outside
yards. Combined with the innovative four-way
steering system, the sideloader maximises
efficiency with tight turning circles (steering
lock has increased by 20° on the previous
model) and under normal driving conditions
can switch from lengthwise to crosswise
drive without stopping in up to 40% less
time than its predecessor.
A new, low-noise, low-emission turbo
motor guarantees maximum performance
and energy efficiency, powered by either
LPG or diesel. With impressively low energy
consumption and emissions cut up to 30%
on the previous model, it provides a highperformance result thanks to an intelligent
vehicle control system.
Three different driving modes - Eco,
Sensitive and Speed – can be selected
depending on the job requirements. Low
energy consumption minimises exhaust
emissions and fuel consumption is reduced
to 4.8 litres per operating hour compared to
the 6 litres consumed by the previous model
during factory testing. The automatic speed
www.timbertradernews.com

Above: The operator’s cabin has been re-imagined
for safety and worker comfort. Right: Ergonomic
controls and a touch-screen display that can also
be used as a monitor for attached cameras.

increase function ensures that the hydraulic
system is provided with precisely the
amount of energy it requires.
The DQ 45-X’s load sensing system also
guarantees an economical driving style. Its
stabilisation assistance system provides
improved manoeuvrability and smooth
transport when handling timber products (or
other merchandise in the case of retailer
users). This system prevents unwanted
rocking movements during operation and in
the case of abrupt braking, delivering a
reduction in damaged materials. The system
has been further optimised for stability
during lengthwise driving and cornering.
Although based in Germany, the design
team took on board years of feedback from
Australian customers and the local team and
have delivered a model suited to our tough
conditions, whether searing summer
temperatures, sub-zero winter’s days or
lengthy wet seasons. Timber suppliers and
fabricators operate 12 months of the year in
all conditions, and Hubtex has worked to
make sure their materials handling
equipment is able to cope with whatever
the climate throws at it.

A new turbo motor
guarantees maximum
performance and
energy efficiency.

For users whose plant includes open-air
yards, the DQ 45-X operates a hydrostatic
drive system with wheel motors so all three
wheels drive. In the case of softer boggy
ground the machine features a diff lock so
that if one wheel is in a pothole or soft
earth, the diff lock will ensure the oil is
distributed to all wheels equally and the
machine will pull itself out of trouble.
Hydraulics are optimised so that when the
hydraulic controls are activated the engine
revs are automatically increased without the
need for the operator to use the accelerator,
ensuring machines are not over-revved
which saves fuel consumption and reduces
noise levels both inside the cabin and in the
warehouse generally.
Hubtex Australia has multiple DQ 45-X
Multidirectional Sideloaders available in
stock now, so there’s no concern about
delivery in time for the $150,000 instant
asset write-off cut-off installation date of
31 December 2020. And for anyone planning
on using this quiet time to plan a whole
warehouse restructure, the write-off can
also be applied to multiple assets as long as
each is below the relevant threshold.
For more on the DQ 45-X or to discuss
customisation requirements, call 1300
365 621 or email info@hubtex.com.au.
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Winning stacker
Combilift’s Combi-CS pedestrian counterbalance stacker has
taken out an IFOY Award against global competition.

F

or forklifts and other logistical vehicles,
the IFOY Awards are essentially the
Oscars with fewer musical numbers and
more people capable of operating a manual
vehicle. In the 2020 Awards, Combilift had
two vehicles nominated, and has won the
Warehouse Truck Lowlifter Category with its
innovative Combi-CS pedestrian
counterbalance stacker.
The IFOY Awards are among the most
hotly contested international awards in the
materials handling industry. Not only is the
shortlist selected by a panel of industry

experts, the judging process is hands-on and
includes audit and innovation checks by
industry experts and journalists from leading
logistics media outlets from 19 countries
who test and evaluate the equipment for
qualities such as technology, design,
ergonomics, safety, marketability, customer
benefit and sustainability.
Jury comments on the Combi-CS include:
“The Combi-CS is a really compact smart
pedestrian-operated truck and a nice handson solution. It offers significant added value
in terms of narrow aisle operation and safety

12 TIMBER TRADER NEWS / SEPTEMBER 2020

in confined environments. It is a customerfocused solution with a very high level of
market relevance.”
Among the factors that impressed the
panel is that the Combi-CS is the only
pedestrian counterbalance stacker that will
operate in a conventional reach truck aisle
for space saving and productive storage and
handling. It features Combilift’s unique,
internationally patented and award-winning
multi-position tiller arm, which can be turned
to the left or right of the unit to position the
rear drive wheel, allowing the operator to
remain in the safest position – at the side of
the machine rather than at the rear as is the
case with other pedestrian stackers. This
ensures optimum visibility of the load and
surroundings as well as guaranteeing
maximum safety in areas where other
pedestrians may be present.
With restrictions making this year’s IFOY
ceremony a very socially distant event, the
organisers rolled out the virtual red carpet for
the winners on the internet. IFOY founder
and Executive Chairperson of the IFOY Jury
Anita Würmser said, “Special times require
special solutions and this year’s IFOY Awards
were dedicated to the best innovations in
intralogistics and moreover to the people
who make intralogistics happen.”
Combilift CEO and co-founder Martin
McVicar said, “On behalf of the whole
Combilift team I am delighted to receive the
IFOY 2020 award and proud that the IFOY
jury has recognised the value of this
innovative product for the intralogistics
sector. This is also the 30th major industry
award that Combilift has won for its
products or services so it is cause for even
more celebration.” The win follows a Red
Dot Design Award for the Combi-CBE8 and
winning the Industrial Vehicles Category of
last year’s BITA (British Industrial Truck
Association) Design4Safety Awards.
For more, visit www.combilift.com
www.timbertradernews.com
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From left: Martin McVicar with the IFOY Award and
the Combi-CS pedestrian counterbalance stacker;
A badge of honour on the Combi-CS.
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Snap for safety
A new timber industry safety
guide puts safety standards
in the palm of your hand.

W

ho’d have imagined this would be the
year when everyone worked out how
to use QR codes and other Augmented
Reality (AR) content via our phones? And
exactly the same technology that has most
of us logging in to Covid check-ins when we
stop in at a cafe or hairdresser can also be
used to log into safety with Pro-Visual
Publishing’s updated 2020/21 edition of the
Forestry Sector Guide to Workplace Safety,
an AR guide for forestry workers.
The Timber and Forestry sector is one of
the riskiest in the nation and on top of the
shock of workplace accidents comes
exposure to legal and economic
repercussions – at best a rise in insurance
premiums for incidents that harm only
machinery. Hazards range from manual
tasks, extreme weather conditions,
exposure to sunlight and slips, trips and
falls, to name a few. It is the responsibility
of the Person Conducting a Business or
Undertaking (PCBU) that workers and other
persons are not exposed to health and

safety risks arising from the activities of
their business. Workers, too, have a
responsibility to ensure they are performing
safe work practices and not causing harm to
those around them.
Regularly revising key safety issues helps
to create a safety culture among workers.
Step in the 2020/21 edition of the Forestry
Sector Guide to Workplace Safety from ProVisual Publishing in conjunction with the
National Safety Council of Australia
Foundation, Australian Forest Growers and
the Institute of Foresters of Australia. This
1m x 1m AR poster is ideal for the break

room, where it serves as a constant visual
reminder of the key issues, or as a resource
for safety training meetings,
Best of all, a copy is available to Australian
workplaces via free subscription. By
downloading the free Pro-Vis AR app, workers
can use their smart device to scan the
AR-capable content on the poster and access
additional PDF files and web links in real-time.
Construction Guides are also available.
For more, or to obtain additional copies
of the Guide, please call (02) 8272 2611,
email marketing@provisual.com.au or
visit www.provisual.com.au

INTRODUCING THE NEW
“H3” IRONASH TREATED F17 KD HARDWOOD &
“H2” TRUCORE TREATED F17 KD HARDWOOD
ALL NOW IN STOCK!
DISTRIBUTORS OF:

Supa17/F17KD Hardwood & Supalam F17 KD Hardwood

ALSO:

Tas Oak & Vic Ash Flooring, Archs, Square Dressed Boards,
Door Jamb Sets, Lining, Cladding and Decking.

FULL RANGE AVAILABLE

43-45 Overseas Drive
Noble Park VIC 3174
Phone: (03) 9701 2777
Fax: (03) 9701 2677

Phil McCormack: 0438 255 118
Nick Arfaras: 0438 255 115
Glenn Lawrenson: 0438 255 116
Matt Leplaa: 0403 724 184

HARDWOOD - The Proven Performer
www.timbertradernews.com
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The new AKD wrap, featuring the company’s
simplified logo, new brand names and proudly
bearing the AMAG kangaroo logo.

It’s a wrap

O

ver the coming months, the market will
start to see AKD products being
wrapped in a new plastic design. It features
several changes, including:
• A simplified company logo, dropping the
‘Softwood’ part of the name as part of its
broader branding strategy;
• The Australian Made, Australian Grown
(AMAG) logo has been added;
• A new termite-resistant blue pine product
name for the Southern states– Terminator
which is well known in the Northern state
markets. This product is made at Colac,
Tumut and Caboolture sites;
• And a new name for AKD’s outdoor
structural H3 range – Endura.
While AKD has always been Australian
Grown and Made, the changes are part of
a broader campaign to ensure this is both
understood and prominent in its supply
chain and particularly in customers’ yards.
AKD became an Australian Made Campaign
Limited (AMCL) licensee last year. Research
carried out by Roy Morgan shows the
Australian Made kangaroo logo is one of the
most trusted and well recognised Aussie
symbols. Almost all Australians (99%) are

aware of the logo and 88% trust the mark as
an identifier of genuine Australian products.
The vast majority (84%) associate the logo
with supporting local jobs and employment
and over half of Australians associate the logo
with products that are of high quality (58%)
and are produced using ethical labour (57%).
Despite this, Roy Morgan Research also
found in 2017 that while three quarters of
businesses had a preference for buying
Australian products, only 26% of those
surveyed had an official policy in place.
AMCL is throwing its support behind
Australian manufacturers and growers, as
they continue to lead the way in Australia’s
recovery from Covid-19. “By calling on
Australians to buy Australian right now, not
only will we get products made to some of
the highest quality and safety standards in
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AKD has always been
proudly Australian
Grown and Made.

the world, we can create local jobs and
economic activity that will aid in the
recovery process, while also strengthening
our local manufacturing capabilities,” says
Ben Lazzaro, AMCL chief executive.
AMCL is also calling on Australia’s
business community and all levels of
government to adopt ‘buy Australian first’
procurement policies, to help fast-track the
country’s resurgence as it plans its recovery
from the impact of Covid-19.
“Australia’s economic landscape will be
forever changed, however there is an
opportunity for all levels of government, as
well as Australia’s business community, to
take the lead and put policies in place that
prioritise genuine Aussie products for major
projects, supply contracts and everyday
consumables,” Lazzaro says. “Reinvesting in
local industry and local jobs through
sustainable purchasing policies will go a long
way towards helping Australia bounce back.”
AKD is a leading player in the push to buy
local and encourages other suppliers to also
market their products with prominent
country-of-origin branding.
For more, visit www.akd.com.au
www.timbertradernews.com

PHOTO AND TEXT: COURTESY AKD

AKD’s new wrap design and new product names hit the market with a celebration of the
company’s proudly Australian-grown and made heritage.
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SW has seen a crane safety
inspection blitz over the past month.
Minister for Better Regulation, Kevin
Anderson, said, ”Crane incidents are
preventable and the injuries and damage
they can cause if used unsafely is just
too high.” The blitz follows the release of
research from SafeWork’s Centre for
Work Health and Safety and RMIT which
looked at factors contributing to crane
incidents. The study found key factors
potentially involved in causing crane
incidents, included worker incompetence,
time pressures associated with delivering
projects, the internationalisation of
construction and sub-contracting
practices and the operation of
substandard machinery. For more on the
report and compliance issues, visit www.
centreforwhs.nsw.gov.au

M

ultiplex shut down its ‘Beyonce’
Premier Tower site on Spencer St,
Melbourne at the end of July after a
cluster of 12 confirmed Covid cases.
Multiplex management and the unions
involved agreed to a full site closure and
‘hospital grade’ cleaning before work
resumed. The $315 million apartment
and hotel project has since been linked
to a further 14 cases, bringing the total
to 26 at the time of print and highlighting
the speed of potential spread if cases
affect larger building sites.
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or many TTN readers, two pages towards
the back of the magazine every month
have been a reliable way to save themselves
a lot of future stress as our favourite
independent industrial relations consultant
Emma Watt has decoded complex
workplace issues, ranging from leave to
casual definitions, superannuation to safety
and emergencies, even cutting edge topics
like biometric surveillance.
As employers and employees, it can be
hard to keep abreast of the constantly
evolving workplace legislation that governs
our industry, particularly when dealing with
staff in different states, or with recent
decisions that have changed accepted
definitions or entitlements.
Emma has cheerfully tackled the
mountains of paperwork involved and every
month has delivered neat summations in
a handy point format, ready for astute
managers to cut out and keep.
Industry-specific issues such as the
complexities of the Timber Industry Award
have been tackled alongside broader ones,
ranging from where your responsibilities lie
to employees who drive through the
minutiae of overtime and superannuation
entitlements and the minefield of hiring,
firing and redundancies, all with a neat turn
of phrase and more than a little wit.
Sadly for us, Emma has taken up a new
role as a conciliator at the Fair Work
Commission, so this month’s column on
Personal and Carer’s Leave (page 28) will be
her last. It’s strangely fitting that this
coincides with the High Court decision on
Mondelez being delivered, in the very nick
of time for her to include it in a stop press –
the earlier Full Federal Court decision had
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As Emma Watt moves on to
an exciting new role, we say
thanks for all the advice.

O
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Managing leave liabilities

3:07 pm

TTN408_32-3

TEMPORARY CHANGES TO
ANNUAL LEAVE DURING COVID-19

S

ometimes when a business experiences
an economic shock, leave liabilities on
the balance sheet can exacerbate an already
tricky situation. How can employers manage
these liabilities lawfully?
The two manageable types of leave that
can build up are annual leave and long
service leave.

ANNUAL LEAVE
The National Employment Standards (NES)
require that annual leave be taken at a time
agreed between the employer and the
employee. The NES also require that an
employer won’t unreasonably withhold
agreement to a period of annual leave
being taken.
An employer may require an award or
agreement-free employee to take a period
of paid annual leave, but only if the
requirement is reasonable. The example
28 TIMBER TRADER NEWS / JUNE 2020
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given in the notes to the Act is that it would
be reasonable to require an employee to
take annual leave if they have an excessive
amount of leave accrued, or to cover a
shutdown over Christmas. Unhelpfully, the
Fair Work Act 2009 doesn’t define ‘excessive
amount’ in relation to annual leave accrued.
A contract of employment can bind an
employer and an award or agreement-free
employee to a stipulation that annual leave
is to be taken within a specified period of
time after it has accrued.
Modern awards often provide guidance on
how to deal with excessive leave accruals
and, thankfully, do define the term.
The usual clause states that an annual
leave accrual in excess of eight weeks (or
10 weeks for a shiftworker) could allow an
employer to direct an employee to take some
annual leave. This is the amount of leave an
employee would accrue over two years.

An employer who is eligible for, and enrolled
in, the JobKeeper wage subsidy system may
ask an employee who is being paid
JobKeeper to take annual leave, provided
the employee won’t fall below two weeks
of accrued leave. In this situation, the
employee must consider the request, and
must not unreasonably refuse the request.
Depending on JobKeeper eligibility status,
or award coverage, the employer and
employee may also agree that the employee
take annual leave at half pay, for example,
take 10 days off work, while being paid for
five days of annual leave.

LONG SERVICE LEAVE
Long service leave is a fragmented system
in Australia. Each State and Territory has
their own legislation, and there is also a
preserved federal award in the timber
industry that is relevant for some employers.

PHOTO: RAWPIXEL.COM/SHUTTERSTOCK.COM

yne Timber’s new 4000m2 glulam
plant opened in Maryborough,
Queensland on 6 August, with
Queensland Minister for State
Development, the Hon. Kate Jones and
Member for Maryborough, Bruce
Saunders on hand for the unveiling. The
construction phase generated 80 jobs for
its $23 million investment and there are
40 ongoing jobs at the plant. Hyne
Timber CEO, Jon Kleinschmidt thanked
the Queensland Government’s Jobs and
Regional Growth Fund for support and
said: ”The new plant couldn’t come at a
better time as attention increasingly
turns to renewable, Australian building
materials within secure supply chains
that create and support local jobs. This
new plant delivers a 400% expansion on
existing capability with all the feedstock
coming from our own secure supply
being our own Mill in the Tuan Forest
near Maryborough, which employs a
further 200 people.” For more, visit
www.hyne.com.au

www.timbertradernews.com
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Emma’s neat IR
summations are ready
for astute managers
to cut out and keep.
been the subject of multiple column inches
since it was handed down a year ago
We’ll have a new columnist starting soon
to continue our coverage of industrial issues
in the sector. Happily, Emma has promised
to stay in touch so we can continue to hear
the stories of dogs she has helped socialise,
such as young Draco in the photo above:
we’re told he’s since trebled in size, though
is still something of a boofhead. Exactly the
sort of good news we all need. Good luck in
your new role, Emma!
www.timbertradernews.com

Introducing the NEW
DQ 45-X Multidirectional
Sideloader
Ideal for handling long, difficult and
bulky loads in the timber industry
Unmatched performance on uneven ground
with all-wheel drive
Works in narrow aisles and bulk storage both
indoors and outdoors
Reduction in damaged goods with stabilisation
system
Improved driver ergonomics with all-round
visibility and large touchscreen display
Maximum performance and energy efficiency
Reduce emissions by up to 30% compared to
previous model

Tel: 1300 365 621
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NEW DQ 45-X in stock and available under the scheme
$150,000 limit is available for each individual machine
NO LIMIT to the number of machines that can be acquired
Save on repairs and downtime – Upgrade to NEW
Maximise warehouse efficiency, safety and increase
storage capacity

Email: info@hubtex.com.au

Web: www.hubtex.com.au
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Top floor
Soudal delivers a clever new flooring adhesive and an even cleverer applicator that will
help keep tradies safe and out of the physiotherapist’s clinic.

S

oudal’s new Soudabond Subfloor
Collapsing Gel Adhesive cuts application
time over standard adhesives by 75%. If
that was its only benefit, a lot of builders
would already be reaching for the phone to
order, but the company has delivered an
even bigger set of improvements.
The high-strength, fast-curing polyurethane
adhesive comes out as a foam, collapses
down to a thick gel onto which the floorboard
is laid, then foams up again to fill voids and
gaps between joist and boards, without the
air pockets that can lead to squeaks later.
There’s a 20-minute window between
adhesive application and subfloor installation,
and one can will yield approximately 150
linear metres at a bead width of 12mm –
replacing at least 12 cartridges of
construction adhesive.
As if the benefits to the flooring weren’t
enough, Soudal has also delivered benefits
to the floorer, with the traditional caulking
gun replaced by a 1m-long applicator gun
that means floorers can easily work from a
standing position. The applicator gun delivers
a precise bead that comes out 75% faster
than the standard cartridge adhesive.

A 1m applicator gun
lets you work from a
standing position.
“The applicator gun isn’t just more
comfortable for tradespeople to use,” says
Scott Robinson, Soudal’s ANZ Region head
of products, “it’s also safer, as they can
reach out from the already-floored sections
and deliver an accurate quantity of adhesive.
They don’t need to step out onto joists and
crouch over voids with a caulking gun.”
The can and gun can be left attached for
use on the next job (within 14 days) or the
applicator gun can be easily cleaned with
Gun & Foam Cleaner, a fast-acting aerosol
product that needs just a cloth and a bin to
get the job done in a couple of minutes.

Soudabond does more than just save
tradie back pain; solvent-free, it meets the
stringent California Air Resources Board VOC
regulations, providing a pleasanter working
environment all round.
The adhesive takes 24 hours to fully cure
and can be installed on wet or frozen timber
with surface temperatures of -17°C to 35°C.
The can itself should be kept between 5°C
and 25°C, which can be managed with cool
or warm water on extreme days.
Water-, mould- and mildew-resistant, it
bonds all common types of subfloor to
timber or metal joists or beams and, coupled
with a mechanical tie-down system,
represents a lasting solution that will avoid
expensive callbacks.
With cost savings, time savings, and even
space savings for cans over cartridges, the
only people left unhappy will be the physios
who won’t be fixing tradies’ backs.
For more, visit www.soudal.com.au

Want the full story? Subscribe to the TimberTrader News fortnightly e-news at
www.timbertradernews.com/subscribe/newsletters
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UPCOMING EVENTS
SEPTEMBER
FREE WOODSOLUTIONS
WEBINARS
The series continues online, with previous
webinars also archived for viewing.
For details, visit www.woodsolutions.
com.au/events

2021

PHOTO: KEPORT/SHUTTERSTOCK.COM

INTERNATIONAL MASS TIMBER
CONFERENCE
Billed as the largest gathering of mass
timber experts in the world, the event
features over 70 speakers, 90 exhibitors
and 1000 experts. Antony Wood, CEO of
the Council on Tall Buildings and Urban
Habitat will be among the speakers
bringing their extensive real-world
experience to the podium. Four tracks will
run simultaneously: Reimagining Our
Cities; Project Delivery With Mass Timber:
New Product, New Process; Building
Performance: Design & Implementation
and Overcoming Barriers & Growing The

Market, plus networking events. Held 30
March to 1 April, 2021 at the Oregon
Convention Center, Portland, Oregon, US.
For more details and to register, visit
www.masstimberconference.com

FRAME 2021
The renowned Timber Offsite Construction
conference and exhibition will be held

Monday and Tuesday 21–22 June, 2021 at
the Crown Promenade Melbourne.
Experts in the field will talk about
advances in building design and
construction through the lens of existing
projects.
Session details registration will be
available in February 2021 from www.
timberoffsiteconstruction.com

AUSTRALIAN MADE
AND GROWN

Support Australians
by buying Australian
product.
akd.com.au
www.timbertradernews.com
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Navigating ‘normal’
As the various parts of the timber sector work to find a path through the economic downturn,
relying on a sense of humour, compassion and support are probably our strongest bets.

W

ell, that’s certainly been a month.
Since the last issue was completed,
Covid restrictions have intensified across
Victoria as well as in other parts of Australia
and New Zealand and face masks have
cemented their role as 2020’s surprise
breakout fashion accessory.
It can be hard to feel as though you have
much control at times like this, especially for
business owners and younger staff, who
both have similarly significant – if very
different reactions – to the level of
uncertainty in the world at the moment.
Putting mental health and self care near the
top of your to-do list is more vital than ever.
Industry groups including FTMA (see page
36) are prioritising support for the people
who make up this industry, both with
resources and with real people ready to
offer an ear when needed. And if you’re not
yet at the level where you want to reach
out, as my mother always says, “Sometimes
you just need a good swear!” (Research
does seem to agree this helps.)
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Retail workers are having
to deal with Facebook
Conspiracists on top of
general stresses.

NEWS FEATURE
One group who doesn’t need any
encouragement to swear are conspiracy
theorists who seem weirdly attracted to
retail hardware outlets. It’s been great to
see the management of major outlets (both
big box and independent groups) offering
staunch support to their retail staff in these
situations: and also impressive to see how
professionally those staff acquit themselves.
What with managing Facebook Warriors,
developing retail delivery networks at the
drop of a hat and keeping the trade sector
supplied, timber and hardware suppliers
should be giving themselves a very well
deserved pat on the back. (The rest of us
will give you one when social distancing
restrictions lift.)
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BUILDING STIMULUS
At the time of writing, major construction in
Melbourne has been operating on ‘pilot
light’ mode since early August. The vast
majority of Covid-19 cases on Victorian
building sites are linked to subcontractors,
who have become the weakest link in
several industries through no fault of their
own. There are multiple different responses
being trialled to lower risk and it will be
informative to see which ones work.
Regardless of the Covid control issues,
the impacts of Stage Two’s emergence are
already clear, with economic forecasts for
the rest of this year downgraded across the
country. Recovery will involve walking a
tightrope carefully. There are calls to wind
back restrictions on bank lending to
encourage more housing loans to stimulate
the sector. These have met with a decidedly
mixed response: while we’d all like to
believe the financial market has learned
from the GFC, it’s hard to know whether
that’s a truth or a hope: and the lessons of
2008 were hard ones, even insulated as we
were here in Australia.
Master Builders Australia is among the
groups demanding more direct government
stimulus with calls for the establishment of
a CommunityBuilder grants scheme and a
12 month extension of HomeBuilder. “Our
message to the Government is clear,” said
Denita Wawn, CEO of MBA. “Talk of
supporting small businesses through the
crisis and creating jobs will be for nothing if
there isn’t a pipeline of work,”
MBA is calling for support to go beyond
the domestic scope of HomeBuilder, saying
its modelling shows that an investment of
$3.8 billion in CommunityBuilder would
return a $6.8 billion boost to GDP and create
13,000 new jobs.
Wawn gave details: “We propose that
CommunityBuilder would involve the Federal
Government providing applicants from the
not-for-profit and community sector with
grants to fund 25% of the construction, up
www.timbertradernews.com

In the wake of WWII,
Australian debt sat at
120% of GDP, which
was easily paid off in
the post-war boom.
to a capped amount, for example $5 million,
for facilities such as community centres,
toilet blocks, libraries and training centres.
“Grant recipients could supplement
CommunityBuilder grants with state and
local government grants, but they would
need to come up with the rest of the funds.
Grant recipients with ‘skin in the game’
increases the impact of taxpayers’ stimulus
measures and ensures projects will be
constructed with value for money in mind,”
she added.
The call for an extension to HomeBuilder
will also be welcomed as its short deadlines
were seen as ridding the scheme of much
of its potential impact.
While there is ideological resistance in
some parts of the country to government
intervention, targeted infrastructure-building
interventions work extremely well. In past
downturns, Australia has built its way out of
economic disaster with projects ranging

from social housing to the Snowy Hydro
Scheme and Sydney Harbour Bridge. All of
those helped set the groundwork for
economic booms to follow. Even the Rudd
Government’s ‘School Halls’ stimulus
package, despite issues with inefficiencies
and receiving a thrashing in parts of the
media, delivered valuable education
infrastructure and kept literally thousands
of builders in work.
The Australian Government has shown
that it will walk away from previous
ideologies for the good of the economy, so
there’s every reason to hope the MBA’s
requests will be heard and acted on – and
that other direct supports including
JobKeeper and the extended JobSeeker
allowance will remain to keep some cash
flow in the economy. At the risk of sounding
like a Modern Monetary Theorist, debt isn’t
a major issue for countries that have strong
underlying value. In the wake of WWII,
Australian debt sat at some 120% of GDP,
which we essentially ignored and which was
easily paid off in the post-war boom.
If we’re lucky, we’ll all be able to look back
on 2020 as being one of the toughest years
of our lives, because we’ll learn from the
pandemic and be smarter and better at
adapting to emerging crises in the future.
The next big one – Climate Change – is
already well underway and expanding the
role of timber in construction will play an
essential role in its mitigation.

Residential building continues
across Australia, even in
lockdown areas.
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The innovators
F

or a species that has changed the world
more than any other, humans can often
be slow to embrace new things unless we
have to. But at times like these, we do have
to. No matter what happens with Covid, the
next few decades will see construction in
Australia shift significantly as we grapple
with increasing automation on the one hand
and responses to climate change – and its
mitigation – on the other.

Jobs will be different, homes will be
different, and even the ways we build will
evolve faster than we’re used to.
The good news is that the timber sector
is very well placed to take advantage of
these changes, both because our product
itself exemplifies ideas of sustainability and
responsible carbon storage, and because
the skills we already possess are highly
transferable within the emerging workplace.
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Over the following pages we look at
two very different transformational ideas
in the Australian construction sector. One is
a clever new product driven by an individual,
but with a model that can be scaled out to
benefit many. The other is an industry body
driving both change itself and how the
timber sector can meet the demands that
come with that change. In both, there are
opportunities now and into the future.
www.timbertradernews.com
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If we’re going to have a new normal, let’s make sure it’s a better one. We look at two
transformational ideas that are helping to build the future of Australian construction.
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They saw Stormseal as a way to make the country
more resilient following storms, and one that
could be extrapolated globally.
many more, there’s exponential damage from
that failure and also exponential cost.”
He tells the story of one case study
Stormseal did in Berowra, NSW. “A lovely
older couple, both 85, the house was neat as
a pin and got caught in a bad hailstorm. The
claim’s original estimate was $52,000 and
they had tarp after tarp that failed. The claim
ended up costing $286,000 and they were
out of home for 328 days.
“And at the end of all that, they just got
their home back. It’s not like people go
through all of this with tarps flying off in the
middle of the night for an improvement, you
just get it back the way it was.”

INSTALLER BENEFITS
Left: Stormseal on the National Library in Canberra
after the 2020 hailstorm. The polymer helped the
library reopen while waiting on re-roofing Above:
Stormseal can also protect buildings in progress.

TURNING DISASTERS AROUND
Matt Lennox had the idea for Stormseal
while repairing roofs after the 2007 Sydney
hailstorm. As an insurance builder, he saw
the enormous damage caused by first the
storm itself and then the tarpaulins used as
temporary weatherproofing solutions, which
offered very short-term protections and
added their own risks. He was determined
to come up with a better method.
For the next five years, Lennox consulted
with John O’Neill, one of Australia’s leading
chemical polymer engineers, to develop
Stormseal: a bright orange polymer film that
heat-shrinks to cover a damaged structure
securely for up to a year. Armed with two
patents (for the film and the application
method), he incorporated Stormseal and
then, in 2016, received an Accelerating
www.timbertradernews.com

Commercialisation grant of $450,000 from
the Australian Government.
“That grant not only helped us expand
Australia-wide, it allowed us to get overseas
as well,” says Lennox. “It was an extremely
difficult grant to get; there’s a lot of scrutiny
with the panel that reviews it. But they not
only saw Stormseal as a way to make the
country more resilient following storms, they
also saw the Stormseal system as being one
that could be extrapolated globally, so that
allowed us to get into Europe and the US.”
Now, from Canberra to Chamonix, after a
big storm goes through, you might see roofs
snuggly tucked into a tight wrapping of thick,
recyclable orange plastic that is waterproof,
fire retardant, UV resistant and resists wind,
rain and hail for 12 months.
The work is all done with local contractors,
with film supplied through the company’s
central, quality-controlled production
processes, with volumes that can be quickly
scaled up when a major storm is predicted.
The training system is as neatly designed as
the rest of the company – and it all started
with Lennox’s hatred of roof tarps.
“We’ve seen them tied to gas fittings,
fences, light fittings… and ripping them all
apart. They cause a lot of damage on a house
– and how someone hasn’t been hit by a
sandbag, I don’t know,“ Lennox says. “Every
time a tarp fails, which is four times for the
average run-of-the-mill claim and can be

In the early days, the Stormseal team did
the installations themselves. “Inevitably you
had that situation where there was a big
storm in Melbourne and a big storm in
Brisbane at the same time and we had to
split our workforce and it was very difficult
to manage,” Lennox says.
When he sat down with the government to
discuss the Accelerating Commercialisation
grant, they re-engineered the business to
focus on manufacturing and invested in
developing a one-day training program for
contractors – generally roofers or carpenters
– to become accredited installers.
“Before people can do the Stormseal
accreditation course, we stipulate they must
hold a current working at heights certificate,”
says Lennox. “The reason we did that is
entirely safety oriented. On the course itself
they learn about the film, how to weld it
together, to shrink it, to fix it and tether it to
either a timber structure, such as rafters and
fascia boards, or a storm-damaged roof,
which means going over the top of severely
damaged tiles or broken trusses from a tree
impact or something like that.”
The company now has training centres in
Sydney, Brisbane, Melbourne and Perth,
which gives the product a deeper coverage
within Australia. Each accredited installer is
given a unique login and only they are able to
buy the film, which can be shipped Australiawide, usually overnight.
“We manufacture overseas for those
markets because we are conscious of the
need to keep the freight and carbon costs
low,” Lennox says. “We’ve taken the formula
and entered into agreements both in France
and then three plants in America. The US
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“A thing we’ve seen is that businesses have
grown three- or four-fold in turnover because of
the extra work that flows on from the covers.”

Above: The film is heat-shrunk in place to provide a strong and secure cover till repairs can be made.
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took us about two-and-a-half years to get the
film and the procurement strategy right. That
was a process of vetting the manufacturing
capabilities of the actual plant and then
having all the legal requirements satisfied
with respect to the film formula.”
Each batch of Stormseal film is rigorously
sampled and tested and then cross-checked
against the company’s global benchmarks.
“That’s how we ensure the quality of the
film, so we know that when it goes onto a
storm-damaged roof, it is going to protect
the occupant for the time they need until the
permanent repair is made,” says Lennox.
This level of focus on product and
installers helps the company to keep its
strong reputation growing, but there are also
concrete benefits for the contractors, beyond
just working with the popular product itself.
“Many of them are already doing work in
the insurance space,” says Lennox, “or come
into it when they do the Stormseal course. If
you’re awarded what they call the ‘emergency
make safe’ and you’re called to go out and
put the cover on, there’s a higher chance
you’ll also be awarded the actual repair job.
“A thing we’ve seen is that businesses
have grown three- or four-fold in turnover
because they’ve got that make safe. We’ve
been working in Canberra since the January
hailstorm. One of our contractors put
Stormseal on one of the buildings at ANU.
They were there on site to quote on the
re-roofing, which was just shy of $800,000.
That’s a large-scale project that company
would never have had the opportunity to
even tender for normally. Their price was
right and they won the work, so they’re
down there now doing the main re-roof.”
www.timbertradernews.com
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Above: Multiple buildings at the Australian National University were protected with Stormseal after the January 2020 hailstorm.
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MORE THAN STORMS
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The covers go on within hours and are
warranted for 12 months. Because they’re
heat-sealed around the shape beneath, they
can fit almost any structure. Several building
sites in Melbourne are currently using this
to protect their frames or renovations in
progress with Stormseal during lockdown.
“We’re developing a new product,
Buildseal, that takes this one step further,”
Lennox says. “We’ve seen Stormseal used to
weather in areas on builds that have had
delays so the dry trades can continue work
inside with no risk. We realised we could
engineer a film with an aluminium substrate
on one side that can be applied the same
way. We wrap the roof and walls at the start
of the program and it not only protects the
frame and truss and lets tradies work in the
dry: it remains as your permanent sarking.
“So not only are your kiln-dried timbers
kept safe from the weather, you don’t lose
your tradies for days on end if it starts raining
and your schedule stays on track.”
While Buildseal is still in its testing phase,
Lennox says they are already looking for
more opportunities, many of which are
suggested by their contractors and people
on Stormseal courses.
“Obviously I’m passionate about the
product,” he says. “It’s generally a third of
the cost of using tarps over the life of a
claim, and comes with far less risk because

TALLER TIMBER

The MAP consists of
an expert-led team
that provides free and
non-commercial
advice and support,
backed up with design
guides and events.
people only work at height the once. Aside
from everything else, that helps keep
insurance costs down for all of us. But at the
same time, we need more jobs and more
local manufacture, and this creates both.
“We always say Stormseal is recession
proof – it’s driven by Mother Nature, not the
economy or politics. A big storm can equal a
billion dollars-worth of damage, but all that
money is injected straight back into the
economy in terms of trades, suppliers and so
on. So, as bad as the disaster is, it can be
good for the economy. It does make our
marketing a bit difficult: we hope you’ll never
have to use us, but if you do, you can rest
assured you’re getting a good thing.”
For more on Stormseal and courses,
visit www.stormseal.com/au

WoodSolutions is celebrating its 10th
anniversary this year. An industry initiative
designed as a hub of information to
encourage more construction in timber, it
delivers a mix of expert advice, resources
(including webinars and publications) and
inspirational case studies, like CHROFI’s
shining Maitland Riverlink, below.
In 2016, WoodSolutions added its Mid-rise
Advisory Program (MAP). “It had its gestation
in an American program called WoodWorks,”
says Gerry Neylan, MAP’s original lead and
now an advisor. “They were promoting the
use of engineered timber as an alternative to
steel or concrete. In Australia, some of the
timber producers and the then fledgling
engineered timber industry decided they’d
like to trial a similar program. And the Federal
Government decided to match their funding.”
The result was a pilot program to “promote
the use of engineered timber and lightweight
framing for mid-rise construction, taking
lightweight framing above the domestic twothree storeys into six-eight storeys and also
using engineered timber such as CLT, glulam
and LVL,” Neylan says.
The MAP includes an expert-led team that
can provide free and non-commercial advice
and support, backed up with a growing
library of technical design guidelines (TDGs)
and educational and professional events that
range from CPD courses discussing new

Above: Maitland Riverlink, by CHROFI and McGregor Coaxall, uses traditional solid blackbutt and battens to add warmth to this landmark structure.
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Since 2016, there have been more than 25
projects commenced with MAP involvement.
But they’ve not all been what was expected.
building modalities to detailed project advice
on meeting fire and acoustic certification
needs for a specific structure.
Unlike the US, where cheap labour has
seen lightweight timber construction
become a common method for mid-rise
apartment buildings, Australia still builds
almost uniformly in steel and concrete at
levels above the domestic. Since 2016, there
have been more than 25 timber-based
projects commenced with MAP involvement.
But they’ve not all been what was expected.
“Initially we were hoping to target the
mid-tier builders, the Tier 2’s and 3’s and 4’s,”
Neylan says. “What became apparent was
that the real interest was in the larger
companies, the Tier 1’s. They saw the
opportunity to capture a part of the market
that was favouring designs and materials
that were sustainable, socially responsible,
eco-friendly, with carbon capture and so on
– particularly in the university market for

student housing, where they were already
traditionally active.
“Universities and governments saw
opportunities to design and build in the new
engineered systems, but the tender market
they would traditionally go to lacked
experience in building in timber. So instead
of having an easy choice from five or six
tenders from their usual register, they were
having a problem comparing apples to apples
with just the two companies. What’s been
happening since is that a number of what
I call the ’Tier 1.5’ builders are also seeing
the opportunities.

GROWING OUT AS WELL AS UP
With the MAP now beyond its pilot phase,
Jennifer Cunich has recently succeeded
Neylan as lead program development
manager. Like him, she has long experience
in the property sector, both hands-on and in
planning and leadership roles.

Above: The three-storey full-scale Holmesglen Mid-rise Demo showcases materials and connections.
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“We’ve had some fabulous projects,” she
says, “Particularly in Victoria, with the Ballarat
and upcoming Bendigo GovHubs, student
accommodation at both Monash and La Trobe
and the Geelong Civic Precinct. There’s a
number of mid-rise apartments underway –
mainly in capital cities – however, we are
looking into regional centres across Australia.”
Like Neylan, Cunich is looking for ways to
encourage more smaller builders into the
market. They both describe it as a complex
problem. Smaller businesses rely on
established relationships, so moving to a
new model not only requires a new set of
suppliers, it can risk alienating the old ones
and causing ructions when they go back for
the next non-timber project.
“There’s also a problem for them [finding
fabricator partners],” says Neylan, “because
the majority of wall frame and roof truss
manufacturers are mum and dad operations
and they don’t have the capacity to take on
the financial risk.”
Neylan and Cunich point out that most
fabrication for tall timber structures is done
by a small number of big fabricators who
can afford both the cost of procuring
materials for a larger building and adjusting
to the payment regimes of builders at that
level. “Most fabricators might typically have
terms of seven days,” says Neylan.
“Whereas the mid-rise developer might
want 60 or 90 days, even 120.”
Cunich agrees. “It is a cash flow issue for
them. You’re asking them to stop the work
they know brings money in and instead take
a risk for something that might grow their
business significantly, but doesn’t have a
safety net. Particularly with Covid, they’re
not going to take a risk at this stage.”
Industry partners have stepped up to find
solutions, with EWP (and some light timber)
manufacturers providing training and giving
design advice that shows ways smaller
fabricators and builders can use their
products cost-effectively in three- and fourstorey structures, often with no need for any
extra investment beyond floor space.
“Then the only gap in the process is the
designer,” says Neylan. “Once you get to
three or four levels, you have different
configurations of material and therefore
loads – vertical loads and applied loads – and
they get a bit nervous there.”
Here, the WoodSolutions TDGs and
advisors combine with the manufacturers’
design services and guides to give
confidence to those new to the material.
Developers, often the gatekeepers in the
industry, aren’t a problem, Neylan says:
“They just ask ‘is it cheaper and is it faster?’
And since it is, they say, ‘I’ll have a look.’”
Far from being daunted at the prospect of
changing the industry during a downturn,
Cunich suggests that the social issues that
www.timbertradernews.com
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Above: The 624-bed student accommodation at LaTrobe University Bundoora Campus is underway, using 4640m3 of CLT and glulam in the construction.

have come to the fore during Covid make
this the ideal time to show how building can
help solve problems. “Timber construction is
a viable option for social housing, affordable
housing, build to rent, etc, because it’s fast,”
she says. “European producers can assist
the local market in supply capacity; all we
need is for builders to be more comfortable
with timber and willing to change their
‘business as usual’.”

PHOTO: COURTESY MONASH UNIVERSITY

NEXT STEPS
Recent years have seen several flagship tall
timber structures on the East Coast, from
25 King in Brisbane to the Wildlife Retreat at
Taronga and Melbourne’s Library at the Dock,
as well as multiple educational projects run
by the MAP and its members.
“There’s nothing better than being able to
direct someone to an impressive structure
built in timber,” says Neylan.
“People see these buildings and think,
‘Isn’t that a great alternative to steel or
concrete!’ Because the message we are
really keen to reinforce is that timber is the
only renewable building material.”
The success of such buildings is a powerful
argument in favour of their materials and
model. For designers and engineers
wondering how to replicate it, the MAP team
has TDGs that answer most timber design
questions as well as the full-scale, threestorey Holmesglen Mid-rise Demo building,
www.timbertradernews.com

using materials from LVL to light timber with
seamless connections on show.
Despite – or perhaps because of – the
economic downturn, Neylan and Cunich
expect the growth in tall timber to speed up,
thanks to the significant cost and build time
efficiencies it makes possible.
Neylan says, “I think our initial partners
always realised this was a three- or four-year
project before things started to bear fruit,”
he says. “Partly because of the lack of
education and experience, but also these
projects typically take three or four years
before they get built. We’re just at the
interesting stage now.”
Part of this stage involves engaging with
government bodies acting as developers.
Cunich says, “We’ll been revisiting councils
in Victoria that have carbon-neutral or carbonzero policies, but don’t appear to do anything
with them. We’re asking why not?”
It’s a fair call: despite many councils
proudly declaring they support sustainable
building, fewer follow through. In some
cases it’s because they approach timber as
a fresh problem with novel solutions, rather
than using the efficient models already
shown to work. “I’ve seen a number of
designs of civic buildings in timber which are
totally irrational,” says Neylan. “The design
principles are completely unsuited to timber
and you can end up with a crazy design with
a crazy price. Then the next time that council

has a project, they’ll say, ‘Oh, we tried it in
timber, but it was just ridiculous. It was three
times what we’d expect to pay!’
“It should be cheaper. But because they
get off on the wrong foot, it’s a cumulative
effect: wrong design, wrong application,
wrong price, wrong decision making.”
The MAP targets architectural and
engineering practices in particular to combat
these issues, as well as leading talks and
workshops at universities. Neylan says he
sees a lot of young professionals “who are
absolutely passionate about learning more
about timber. They see that as a way of
getting up the ladder in the firm and
establishing a role for themselves.”
“We’re working within a broader
framework,” Cunich says. She mentions
FWPA’s educational programs from schools
to the ‘ultimate renewable’ ad campaign, but
has her sights set even higher.
“There’s a huge opportunity for us to
become thought leaders in this space and
create a whole new environment around
liveable, sustainable building. And that’s the
sort of thing that will see business
headquarters relocating to Australia and
attract opportunities around innovation in
other industries as well. These buildings are
quick to go up: if we’re smart, we will be
building a bright, new future.”
For more, visit www.woodsolutions.
com.au/mid-rise
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THE WORKPLACE
with Emma Watt

Personal/carer’s leave in 2020
This article is relevant to all private sector
employees and employers in Australia
except for sole traders and partnerships in
Western Australia, whose entitlements are
set by WA State awards. The information in
this article is of a general nature only with
regards to clarifying the entitlement.

WHAT IS THE BASIC
ENTITLEMENT?
Every full-time or part-time employee in
the national system is entitled to at least
10 days of paid personal/carer’s leave that
can be used either:
• When the employee is personally ill or
injured and can’t attend work; or
• When a member of the employee’s
immediate family (read on for the

definition) is ill or injured and requires
care, or has an unexpected emergency.
Unpaid carer’s leave is available to all
employees, including casual employees, for
up to two days per occasion, although an
employee who has a paid carer’s leave
accrual may not take unpaid carer’s leave.
A full-time or part-time employee is also
entitled to two days of paid compassionate
leave on each occasion a member of the
employee’s immediate family or household
is seriously ill or injured, or dies, or has an
unexpected emergency.
This leave is in addition to the 10 days per
year personal/carer’s leave, so does not
come out of the personal/carer’s leave
entitlement. There is no cap on the number
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of occasions an employee may access this
leave in a calendar year.
Each employee, full-time, part-time or
casual, may take up to 5 days of unpaid
family and domestic violence leave in each
12 month period. This leave is available if an
employee needs to do something to deal
with the impact of the family and domestic
violence they are experiencing, and it would
be impractical to undertake this task outside
working hours.

WHAT SHOULD BE PAID FOR A DAY
OF PERSONAL/CARER’S LEAVE?
If an employee is entitled to payment for a
day of personal/carer’s leave, they are
entitled to payment at their base rate of pay.
This means, for example, if their ordinary
www.timbertradernews.com
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Australian leave provisions allow for paid sick and caring days, which have rarely been more
needed by employees than this year. Here’s what you need to know.

WATT ABOUT THE WORKPLACE
hours include a Saturday or a Sunday, they
will not be entitled to payment of the
weekend penalty. Instead, the employee
would be entitled to payment at the ordinary
time rate of pay only.

WHAT’S A “DAY”?
In August 2019, the Federal Court handed
down the Mondelez decision. This
significantly changed the interpretation of
the law by potentially increasing the amount
of paid personal/carer’s leave an employee
may access.
The National Employment Standards
specify that the leave accrues progressively
throughout the year, according to the
employee’s ordinary hours of work, and
is cumulative. These provisions have
generally been interpreted since 2009 as
requiring employers to accrue an average
number of ordinary hours worked in a twoweek period, expressed in hours, for
employees to access as they need.
The Federal Court found that this approach
does not provide employees with their full
entitlement, and that all employees
(apparently full-time or part-time) are entitled
to 10 full days of leave each year, regardless
of the number of hours an employee would
have worked on those days.
As an example, look at an employee who
works a compressed week: 36 ordinary
hours worked over three days, 12 hours
each day. Most employers would have

accrued 72 hours’ personal/carer’s leave for
this employee – the number of hours an
employee would have worked in a standard
two-week period.
The approach by the Court means that the
employee must have access to 10 full days
of leave at 12 hours per day, or 120 hours.
STOP PRESS: On 13 August 2020 the
High Court overturned the Federal Court’s
interpretation of personal/carer’s leave
entitlements in the Mondelez case. The High
Court has reiterated that a day for the
purpose of accruing personal/carer’s leave
means one tenth of the ordinary hours an
employee would work over a fortnight. This
means that full time employees are entitled
to 76 hours of personal/carer’s leave in a
year, assuming they work an average of 38
ordinary hours in a week.

employee does not use their personal/
carer’s leave, it remains in the employee’s
leave bank for them to use at a later time.
The Timber Industry Award 2010 and a
number of industry enterprise agreements
do contain provisions allowing for a portion
of unused personal/carer’s leave to be
cashed out.
Under the Timber Industry Award 2010,
the following provisions govern cashing out
personal/carer’s leave:
• There is a written request, made no more
frequently than once a year, to cash out
leave;
• After cashing in some leave, the
employee would be left with at least 114
hours of accrued leave; and
• No more than 64 hours is cashed out
each year.

WHO IS “IMMEDIATE FAMILY”?

WHO SETS THE SUBSTANTIATION
RULES FOR PERSONAL/CARER’S
LEAVE?

Immediate family includes parents,
grandparents, children, grandchildren and
siblings of the employee, or of the
employee’s spouse of partner. So while the
employee’s niece is not included as a
member of the employee’s immediate
family, the definition does include the
employee’s wife’s sister.

DOES UNUSED LEAVE EXPIRE AT
THE END OF THE YEAR?
The National Employment Standards state
that this leave is cumulative, and if an

Employers are entitled to request evidence
of the need to take leave at any time. Many
old awards stated that employees could
only have two days off without a certificate
each year, but that is no longer a provision
in any modern award. Usually employers
would have a policy about when they
require evidence – and it might be that
two single-day absences is a reasonable
threshold. But it is set by policy, not by
the award.

Emma Watt has been advising employers in the timber industry on their employment rights and obligations since 1998,
when she started working for the Timber Merchants Association (Vic). This is her last column for Timber Trader News, as
she is taking up a role as a Conciliator at the Fair Work Commission.

Coming up in

DECKING
SPECIAL
Coming up in the October 2020
issue of TimberTrader News,
a special feature on:
• Timber choices for great-looking,
long-lasting decks.
• Coatings, fasteners, oils and
everything else a deck wants.
Does your company want to be a part of this in-depth feature? For advertising your products and services
to our 5000+ readers, contact Julie McConachy on 0409 381 813 or email juliem@paragonmedia.com.au
For editorial opportunities, contact Donyale Harrison on 0417 487 497 or email donyale.harrison@paragonmedia.com.au
ADVERTISING AND EDITORIAL DEADLINE: Friday 4 September, 2020.

www.timbertradernews.com
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On the market
Whether you’re wanting to sell up, to offload excess machinery or to buy something new,
selling and buying through auctions or direct second-hand sales can represent a brilliant deal.
ith record low interest rates and the
Australian Government’s instant asset
write-off continuing until 31 December, it’s
a great market for machinery buyers if you
have the credit. But do you need to be
buying new? There’s a significant market of
second-hand equipment – which also may
qualify for the write-off – available for sale
through both machinery specialists and at
auction. It can fill your needs right now and
help you grow your business until there’s
more certainty in the economy.
We asked three experts for their tips on
second-hand buying and selling.

WHAT AM I BID?
David and Louise Purtle from Sydney
Auctions recently managed the sale of plant
and machinery for Truss-T-Frame Timbers. The
well-known Illawarra fabrication business
was being closed down after the land was
sold and the owner decided to retire rather
than go through all the stress of a move.
Done entirely under Covid restrictions,
Sydney Auctions managed everything,
including the advertising, open days, online
auction and pick-up and payments.
“We had 168 registered bidders,” says
Purtle, “from Mt Isa to Melbourne to

Busselton in WA. We had a 96% clearance
for that one; everything we thought would
sell, did, including a $90,000 table press.”
Before an auction, particularly online, site
inspections allow potential buyers to inspect
the machinery and see it in operation. “The
people who looked at that table press did
things like measure it and think about how it
would fit in their factory,” says Purtle.
“Mostly they just want to check it works
and touch and feel it, because no one wants
to spend that sort of money sight unseen.”
While potential buyers already know why
they want a machine, Purtle recommends

Above: While traditional on-site auctions aren’t being run during Covid, online ones are still going strong, with site inspection appointments available.
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“Do your homework
on pricing – remember
you’ll pay auction and
transport costs, too.”

having a list of details, like the power supply
in your factory and what sort of capacity and
specifications you need for the productivity
gains you expect. “Definitely do your
homework on pricing and remember you’ll be
paying auction and transport costs, too,” he
says. “That said, the best buyer from our
perspective is the guy who doesn’t
understand the market and pays too much.
It’s usually not a huge overpayment and it
goes towards the vendor’s retirement, so
even if he regrets it, he’s made someone
else very happy.”
There’s usually a two- or three-day
window to pick up your purchases from site,
though that can change by arrangement.
Purtle says, “The Truss-T-Frame table press
was 3m wide by 15m long and weighed
some 10 tonnes. We had to clear the other
machinery out of the factory before we
could fit in cranes and a truck so it could go,
so it wasn’t picked up for three weeks.“
On the sellers’ side, Purtle sees three
main groups. The first are Baby Boomers
looking to retire, “the second are, sadly,
those businesses that are going under
because of Covid-19 or other market
pressures. And then we also get some
machinery from people who just want to
upgrade their equipment,” he says.
Sydney Auctions works Australia-wide.
As well as auctioneers, the team includes
valuers. “On the valuation side we value
plant machinery, businesses and real estate,”
says Purtle. “On the selling equipment side,
www.timbertradernews.com

Above: The Truss-T-Frame auction cleared 96% of lots, including these table presses and forklift.

we can do online auctions, traditional
auctions, sale by tender or expression of
interest: whatever’s the best option for
marketing that asset on behalf of a client.”
For sellers, an auction won’t necessarily
guarantee you the highest prices on your
item, but it will take the stress out of the job.
“Once we agree on commercial terms, we
effectively become the project manager,”
Purtle says. “We come along, create an
inventory of the assets and do all the
marketing. We might get some help from the
owner in cleaning up the product and the
factory and making it safe for people to visit,
but otherwise we effectively take

responsibility for all of it, including the
handover of the assets.
“And it’s all on a defined timeline: if a client
says to me, ‘David, we’re closing our plant
and my lease expires on 30 October’ then
we can plan all our actions and give him a
timeline of what will be happening on each
date. We’re all done by the middle of October
and he can just pack up his personal items.”
Purtle recommends that, prior to sale,
sellers service their machinery, update any
software that might be relevant, find the
operating manuals and service history if any,
clean the machine (and factory) and generally
present it as well as possible.
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Sellers may be able to get a higher price
advertising directly, but Purtle says an
accurate valuation is important. “Our
experience is that if something is offered to
the market too expensively in the first
instance, say $20,000 for something more
likely to sell at $16,000, it sits there for
months and potential buyers psychologically
devalue it, because it hasn’t sold. Eventually it
might go for $12,000, and that’s taken
months of your time, rather than an auction
that’s completed in a set time frame.”

In terms of selling the old saw, there’s a
demand for second-hand, so, as Serrano
says: “It’s just a matter of giving it a bit of
a once-over and then moving it on again.
“Usually we bring it back to Perth,
upgrade the equipment and put all the bells
and whistles on it. Our upgrades are always
backwards-compatible. So, apart from some
of the wear and tear items, which we can
replace preventatively, the refurbished old
machine is very similar in performance to a
new machine,” Serrano adds.

TRADE IN AND UP

REFURBISH AND REDESIGN

Vekta Advanced Automation’s founder Ed
Serrano is best known for his customisable
Razer saw range. While most are sold new,
there are sometimes second-hand models
available. “We don’t get many, but we take
‘trade ins’ from customers who want to
upgrade to the latest and greatest version
of the Razer saw,” Serrano says. “So we
effectively buy the old one and then bring it
back to Perth, refurbish it and sell it on.”
With a steady demand for quality used
saws, it’s a low-risk option for Vekta. And
with the company’s philosophy of making all
upgrades backwards-compatible and building
to last for decades, it’s also a low-risk option
for would-be buyers.
“The most likely sites to buy second-hand
are ones looking to upgrade because they’re
starting to grow, but they’re not quite ready
to buy brand new,” says Serrano. “They want
to jump up in terms of productivity and
efficiencies, but they’re not ready to pull the
trigger on a brand-new system, so they’ll buy
second-hand and keep that until it starts to
pay for itself and they get their efficiencies
up, which makes it easier for them to buy the
new equipment at a future date.”
The second-hand saw seller is a company
that wants to replace it, and here Vekta’s
business model represents a distinct
advantage. Several years ago they set up
their own leasing facilities, so Vekta is able
to offer a range of options. “They don’t want

Rob Armour, owner of frame and truss
machinery company Framequip has long run
a sideline in second-hand machinery. Unlike
Vekta’s model, these come from a wide
range of machinery manufacturers. “Most of
these are suitable machines that I buy and
rebuild on spec,” Armour says.
“A lot of them I hear about while I’m on
site with another machine, while for others,
people contact me through word of mouth
because my reputation is out there.”
From saws and benches to tables, framing
machines and nailers, Armour has long been
dedicated to getting F&T plants up and
C
C
C
C
running without huge expense. Occasionally,
C
C
M
M
he also lists machines other businesses
are MM
selling on his website and chargesMM a
Y
Y
Y
Y
commission if he makes the sale.Y Armour
Y
CM
CM
CM
CM
makes sure each piece has good working life
MY
MY
MY
MY
left in it, and, for the machines heCMCMis selling
MY
himself, gives a minimum of a clean-up
and CYCY
MY
CY
CY
service, replacing parts as required.
CY
CY
CMY
CMY
CMY
CMY
As an engineer, Armour is happy to work
CMY
CMY
K
K
K
with a buyer to offer a lot more than just
a K
simple refurbishment, delivering KKa degree of
control and customisation to buyers with
constrained budgets.
“We specialise in customising and working
to customers’ individual requirements,”
Armour says. “We can do automated
outfeeds, crossover outfeeds and curved
conveyors – all motorised with pneumatic
pop-up stops… We can completely change
our designs to a customer’s specific request,
as long as they sign off on the changes.
Within reason – and as long as it abides by
safety requirements – we can do almost
anything a customer asks for.”
Currently, Armour is rebuilding a Spida
2000 with Mango Automation and an old
Bostitch wall framing machine from the
ground up, “while adding some new
enhancements,” he says. Framequip also
does autobench and rotary saw upgrades,
plus software installation. The results mean
that even in a downturn like this one, most
plants can afford to retool and take
advantage of opportunities as they arise.
For more, visit www.sydneyauctions.
com.au, www.vekta.com.au and
www.framequip.com.au

something to fit that sort of situation –
whether that be a lease-to-buy agreement
that will have the balance paid when the old
saw is sold, or some other financing – and it
works out really well. We find a solution that
works for both parties, shake hands and put
it into a document. We don’t have to go
through a bunch of middle people and have
all those third parties get involved.”

“Because we already have the tools set up
for our own leasing agreements, it’s quite
a straightforward process for us to tailor
something to fit the customer’s needs.”
a delay between taking out the first saw and
waiting to sell it before they buy the second
– they can’t do business without a saw,”
says Serrano.
“Because we already have the tools set
up for our leasing agreements, it’s quite a
straightforward process for us to tailor

In some cases, Vekta can come in after
work finishes at a factory on a Friday, take
out the old saw and put in the new one over
a weekend. “So there’s no interruption to
their productivity and they can pick up from
where they left off on the Monday morning,”
Serrano says.
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Above: Rob Armour recently refurbished this
autobench for a new owner.
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TIMBER NOGGINS
By George Dolezal – Principal Engineer Meyer Timber

To AS 1684 or beyond
It’s the cornerstone standard and covers much of residential building, but not all.

I

t’s the stalwart of our industry. A bible that
evolved from TRADAC and Timber Framing
Manuals. And it is referenced on almost
every architectural or engineering plan – “All
timber framing details to comply to AS
1684” or similar. How far does this
mysterious document extend, and what
happens to those structures that go beyond?
The AS 1684 series is titled Residential
timber-framed construction and comes in
four parts:
• AS 1684.1 – Design Criteria
• AS 1684.2 – Non-Cyclonic Areas
• AS 1684.3 – Cyclonic Areas
• AS 1684.4 – Simplified Non-Cyclonic Areas

Above: AS 1684 is divided into several related parts.

Figure 1 – 3 levels and 49° roof pitch put this building outside of AS1684 requirements

article, otherwise you could potentially use it
to build timber skyscrapers. The first of
these relates to the type of building. AS
1684 is directly applicable to Class 1 and
Class 10 buildings, hence the “residential”
wording in the title. That being said, the
scope also states it may be applicable to
other classes of building where the
parameters (such as floor live loads) are
within its limitations.
Therefore, if the building
certifier agrees, AS 1684
can be used for a twostorey motel (Class 3), an
office building (Class 5),
restaurant (Class 6) or an
aged care home (Class 9c).
The size of the building is
also important to allow
items such as wind bracing
and uplift to be calculated
correctly. The wind
classification method (N1N6, C1-C4) using AS 4055 is
aligned with the geometric
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limitations of AS 1684. If the building is
outside these limits the wind classification
will also be outside the scope of AS 4055.
AS 1684 is limited to two storeys which is
defined as two levels of trafficable floors.
This includes lofts and attics, so if you have
a two-storey house with an attic room, AS
1684 is no longer directly applicable.
The width of the building must be a
maximum of 16m, excluding eaves. This
relates to the individual blocks of the building
and not the plan dimensions of the overall
house but even still there are many houses
in rural settings that would be over this.
Then the roof pitch needs to be a
maximum of 35°, which is normally the
case. Note the building in Figure 1 (in the
photograph above) has three levels and a
49° roof pitch, so crosses more than one of
the limitations above.
Then, throughout the document there are
some other items to be wary of. As an
example, the maximum wall height is limited
to 3m in common external walls (gable end
walls can be higher). There is a note that
www.timbertradernews.com
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As a brief side note, AS 1684.1 was
replaced by AS 1720.3 in 2016 but is still
available as a superseded standard. There
are many span tables which accompany
AS 1684 and also design calculations within
AS 1684 which rely on AS 1684.1. It is for
this reason that until a full revision occurs on
AS 1684 parts 2-4 to fully align it with
AS 1720.3 that AS 1684.1 will still be
referenced. AS 1684.4 is a simplified version
of AS 1684.2 and not often used in practice.
The AS 1684 series does need some
limitations, which are explained in this

AUTOBUILD NEWS
allows an increase to 3.6m where
consideration is given to bracing forces and
member sizes. Is a house that has a raked
ceiling in the living area which has the lower
wall at 2700mm and the higher wall at
3800mm outside the scope of AS 1684?

WATCHPOINTS
There will be many instances of these minor
anomalies and a degree of sensibility should
be used. If it is only in a small section and if
the house would otherwise comply (say if it
were a trussed roof) then the intent of the
standard still exists, although care needs to
be taken as noted above when designing
wall studs etc. “Wall bracing to AS 1684” is
a further catchphrase used on many plans
which needs to satisfy more than just the
geometric limitations, such as even
distribution and spacing between bracing
wall requirements.
Another more obscure item is that the
subfloor of a two-storey house needs to be
less than 1800mm from the ground. This is
most likely to be encountered in high-set
house construction in the Northern parts of
the country (Qld/NT).

One item which can cause confusion is
the notion of a pitched roof. This can be a
non-coupled roof where rafters are sitting
directly on support walls, ridge beams or
intermediate beams. Alternatively, it can be
a coupled roof construction with
underpurlins and a ridge board which also
requires ceiling joists and collar ties.
There are many instances where a pitched
roof is constructed in part of a house where
a ridge board, collar ties and rafters are
used without a ceiling joist. This means of
construction is not in accordance with
AS 1684 and needs engineering design
and sign-off.
What do you do if you are outside the
limitations noted above? Much of this
comes down to the level of departure and
whether the standard still applies. Once the
builder is aware of any items, the first
discussion would be best had with the
building certifier. They are ultimately
responsible to ensure the building is in
accordance with the NCC and will make a
decision to still use AS 1684, use AS 1684
with some modifications or alternatively get
appropriate sign-off on the required

elements that don’t comply. If the latter is
needed, your EWP supplier or nailplate
company will have the capacity to help
provide this documentation.
The limitations included in the AS 1684
series allow for a document that covers the
majority of houses and other similar
structures to be easily designed in timber in
a deemed-to-satisfy manner. With
architectural trends changing however, there
are more houses which fall outside this
scope, and when designing or supplying
items you should be making the builder
aware of this.
An astute building certifier is within their
rights to ask for alternative certification by
an engineer. Or as in the case of Figure 1,
pictured opposite, the builder was on the
front foot and had the structure certified by
an engineer from the outset.
This proves that you can go through
AS 1684 and continue beyond; you just need
to tread carefully.

For more information on this topic, contact George Dolezal via email at GeorgeD@meyertimber.com.au



























Equipment can be used with your choice of nail
supplier. However, Framequip recommends and
prefers Airco/Senco
fastening
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Framequip Standard Manual Nailer features pneumatic nailer height adjustment up to 3.8m frames solid robust construction all OHS and guarding up to date

View the youtube links below:
Nogg master - https://youtu.be/vU1PkXUBQGo
Nogg nailer - https://youtu.be/rDdzhch1FI0
Auto nailer - https://youtu.be/tLZptX1PBYU
www.timbertradernews.com

For more information, contact Rob Armour
0423 732 275

























rob@framequip.com.au
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ental Health is something that I am
deeply passionate about as
unfortunately I have seen first-hand the pain,
the loss and the feeling of complete
hopelessness. I myself have suffered from
depression when I battled childhood trauma
as an adult and luckily, through counselling
and the support of family and friends, I have
come out the other end. But I know how
hard it is to ask for help in the first instance.
Besides my own demons, I have also
dealt with the loss of a loved one through
suicide. ‘Why couldn’t we see it?’, ‘Why
didn’t they ask for help?’ and ‘What could
we have done to avoid it?’ are questions you
continually ask yourself.
We lost Scott’s cousin a few years ago but
every anniversary we still feel the same pain
and still ask the same questions.
Unfortunately as tough as life is and as high
as our suicide rate has been, it is expected
to rise due to the unforeseen circumstances
of Covid-19.
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• Suicide is the leading cause of death
among Australians aged between 15 and
44. It deeply affects friends, families and
communities.
• More than 3000 Australians end their
lives each year — this is about 8 people a
day. We lose more people to suicide than
die on our roads each year.
• Calls to Lifeline (131 114) are up by 25%
on last year, while Beyond Blue (1300
224 636) has seen a 40% leap in calls
since before the pandemic.
• Crisis and support services have also
experienced increased demand, with
calls to Lifeline up 23% in the four weeks
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to May 10 compared with the same
period a year earlier. Kids Helpline (1800
551 800) had a 51% increase in calls,
emails and web chat, while Beyond
Blue’s contacts across all platforms were
up 57%.
• Beyond Blue’s coronavirus wellbeing
support service received 4938 calls in the
five weeks to May 20, with isolation,
anxiety, worry and depression the most
common reasons for calling.
• Experts are warning suicide rates will
continue to rise due to the ongoing
economic and social impacts of the
coronavirus pandemic.
The duty of employers under the model
WHS laws applies to psychological health,
too. This is a stressful time for all
Australians, and you must do what is
reasonably practicable to eliminate and
reduce the psychological risks to workers
and others at the workplace.
Under WHS laws, you must eliminate or
minimise the risk to psychological health and
safety arising from the work carried out by
your business or undertake as much as you
reasonably can.
FTMA Australia has created a Fact Sheet
outlining steps you can take to address
mental health within your workplace and we
encourage you to download the Covid-19
Mental Health Fact Sheet (https://
ftmanews.com/wp-content/uploads/
COVID-19-Mental-Health-Updated.pdf).

CARE FOR YOURSELF, TOO
I have no doubt that many in our industry
are stressed with the uncertainty of the
pandemic, especially the uncertainty of
www.timbertradernews.com
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whether we will go into stricter lockdowns.
However, this is not just about your
employees’ mental health it is also about
business owners putting in strategies, so
you don’t burn out.
The impact on business owners, especially
family-owned businesses is huge. Whether
you are concerned with the financial
wellbeing of your business, stressing about
the impact on your team or on having to lay
people off, the toll on your health is real.
A fabricator recently said to me, “If I were
a piece of machinery, they would have
written me off years ago,” as they gently
tried to stress the importance of me taking
care of myself as well.

I would ask all business owners to
consider what will happen if you are not at
the helm and if you don’t look after yourself?
Your business’s survival is dependent on
your survival so look into the available
resources such as the FTMA Fact sheet or
this article which outlines ways to help
www.headsup.org.au/your-mentalhealth/work-and-your-mental-healthduring-the-coronavirus-outbreak
By the time this goes to print, FTMA – in
conjunction with a wide range of forest and
wood products industry Associations and
ForestWorks – will have held their first
webinar on Mental Health in the Workplace.
The second Webinar will be held on

2 September and we encourage readers to
contact their relevant Association so you can
be sent the first webinar to view as well as a
free generic Mental Health in the Workplace
policy template for you to adapt to your
business before the September webinar.
These resources are there for your
business to view in your own time and at
your own pace and, of course, if your
business needs any help in accessing these
services or putting programs in place please
contact FTMA if you need support, as
Mental Health is everyone’s responsibility
and we want to ensure above all else that
people survive Covid-19.
Kersten Gentle

For more information contact FTMA on 0418 226 242 or via email at kersten@ftma.com.au
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F17/Supa17 KD Hardwood solids up to 5.4m
Supachord KD Hardwood
Supachord ‘H2’ KD Hardwood
Supachord ‘H3’ KD Hardwood
Supalam17 up to 7.2m
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TRUSS TALK
with Paul Davis

Unequal spans
W

hen I was at school and university, if
you were rubbish at something the
teacher would say so on your report card in
no uncertain terms. For example, “Tommy’s
lack of aptitude for mathematics is made
worse by his lack of effort.” There was never
any pandering to a student’s sensitivity.
I clearly remember in second year Uni
where our statics lecturer put up a slide of
a beam formula and said “…and if you don’t
already know that, then it’s time to leave
engineering and don’t come back!” I for
one shrunk down in my seat humbled and
apprehensive – I had no idea what he was
on about.
You can relax, I will not be so harsh (you
are all wonderful) and there will be no
formulas today. But we can talk about a
phenomenon that arises from that lecture.
If you have spent any time looking at span
tables for floor joists, rafters, bearers or the
like, you’ll know that you can get quite
dramatic differences in member sizing
depending whether the member is single
span or continuous. The main structural
difference is that the deflections of a
continuous span are significantly lower –
by up to 60%.
Clearly, to get the cheapest and most
effective floor, we want to make use of
continuous spans. This has become all the
more possible with the increasing
penetration of long-length engineered
timbers into the market.
If you are right into reading the span
tables then you would have seen that there
is invariably a note to the effect that you
should design continuous joists as simple
spans when the ratio of the shorter to
longer span is less than some amount. I’ve

done a literature review of span tables and
that ratio varies somewhere between 70%
and 50%. The residential Timber Framed
Construction Standard is the most liberal; it
says you can use continuous span tables
down to the point that the second span is
50% of the long span.
So, what’s the problem and why isn’t
there a definitive answer to the ratio at
which you have to design a continuous
beam as single span? Surely the second
shorter span can’t be worse than the longer
span? Or could it?
The fundamental problem is not with the
design of the timber within the short span –
it’s about the effect on the longer span! The
issue arises when the long span is loaded
and the short is not. You might be able to
imagine that as the long span deflects
downwards under the load the short one
kicks up. As it kicks up it is no longer being
supported by the far support – but actually
held down.

As that ratio of spans gets smaller and
smaller the required hold-down force gets
higher and higher. Eventually the uplift force
will overcome whatever fixing or weight is
on that far support and it will lift off. Now
your floor joist behaves exactly like it is a
single span!

So, that’s why there is no definitive
assessment as to what that minimum ratio

is – because it totally depends on the tiedown ability of the far support. And that
could be anything. So, the published limiting
ratios are based on various engineer’s
subjective assessment of how much tie
down will be available.
If you are using software, the same issue
arises. The software is perfectly capable of
designing, for example, a 6m + 1m
continuous joist. However, that would
generate extremely high uplift loads at the
short span’s outside support and that
capacity is unlikely to be there. Something
like a multi-grip won’t have the strength to
resist the loads. On the other hand, if the
floor joist is carrying a wall and roof load on
its short end, there is some chance that the
weight will hold down that end of the joist.
The software deals with this by giving you
a warning that there are uplift forces to
resist. Don’t mistake this for some sort of
wind tie down – it’s about the joist lifting off
under gravity loads. So, if you chose to
accept the two-span design from the
software, you have to be absolutely sure
that there is adequate hold-down of the
short span to generate the design. If not,
the joist will sag and bounce badly.
If you choose to push these boundaries,
I strongly suggest you also engage an
engineer to check the hold-down forces
and the capacity.
Read and understood that? Here is your
report card “<Insert name here> displays
an excellent aptitude for understanding
beam behaviour and is a wonderful,
beautiful, human being who will go on
to save the world.”
Hang on. Is this article fact or fiction? Or
a bit of both? You decide!

Paul Davis is an independent structural engineer managing his own consulting firm Project X Solutions Pty Ltd. The
views in this column are Paul’s and do not reflect the opinions of TimberTrader News.
Phone: 02 4576 1555 | Email: pauldavis@timbertradernews.com
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ILLUSTRATION: WORLD OF VECTOR/SHUTTERSTOCK.COM

In the classroom and in floors, spans can differ widely.

TURN TO THE TURBO-DRIVE

CUT. STACK.
PRINT. MILL

HUNDEGGER TURBO-DRIVE “CUT”
The Hundegger TURBO-Drive has enjoyed tremendous success in the region since its local launch a little over 18 months
ago. Its super-fast operation, flexibility, small footprint and user-friendly interface has made it the machine of choice for
serious frame and truss operations. Many of the Hundegger TURBO-Drive machines are running multiple shifts and
cutting stacked components, situated in operations where it is the second, third or fourth machine in operation.
However, we now have a revised specification that allows smaller or newer operations to enjoy all the benefits of a
Hundegger CNC saw – without compromise. The Hundegger TURBO-Drive CUT!

“...this job with birds-mouths took me
just 20 mins on the ‘CUT’, it would have
been over 3 hours previously...”

The TURBO Drive Cut is supplied with an automated infeed and outfeed, 5-axis servo-controlled saw unit, waste
conveyors, printing, security fence, powerful motors, centralised lubrication, production monitor, short piece handling,
full software and Truss UI touch-screen, and includes delivery, installation, training and even a spare saw-blade!
Other packages available stand-alone or combined include:
Hundegger TURBO-Drive “STACK”
All the above features, plus increased stacking capability and material handling for
even greater productivity gains
Hundegger TURBO-Drive “PRINT”
All the above features, plus extended printing capability
Text, part numbers, job ID, etc

Hundegger TURBO-Drive “MILL”
All the above features, plus tool carrier, soft starter for infeed system, and
powerful 7.5kW vertical milling head and dedicated double mitre tool
Hundegger TURBO-Drive “PLUS”
All the above features, plus driven outfeed chains for
faster and more automated operation
Whatever your requirements, the Hundegger TURBO-Drive has a package to suit, all with localised Technical Support.
All machines can be upgraded at a later date to ensure your investment returns full value.
For detailed specifications, contact Sam Rowe on +61 418 561 023 sam.rowe@hundegger.com.au

